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Abstract
Polarized dependency (PD-) grammars
are proposed as a means of efficient
treatment of discontinuous constructions. PD-grammars describe two kinds
of dependencies : local, explicitly derived by the rules, and long, implicitly
specified by negative and positive valencies of words. If in a PD-grammar
the number of non-saturated valencies
in derived structures is bounded by a
constant, then it is weakly equivalent
to a cf-grammar and has a
time parsing algorithm. It happens that
such bounded PD-grammars are strong
enough to express such phenomena as
unbounded raising, extraction and extraposition.



1 Introduction
Syntactic theories based on the concept of dependency have a long tradition. Tesnière (Tesnière,
1959) was the first who systematically described
the sentence structure in terms of binary relations
between words (dependencies), which form a dependency tree (D-tree for short). D-tree itself
does not presume a linear order on words. However, any its surface realization projects some linear order relation (called also precedence). Some
properties of surface syntactic structure can be expressed only in terms of both dependency (or its
transitive closure called dominance) and precedence. One of such properties, projectivity, requires that any word occurring between a word

and a word dependent on be dominated by
In first dependency grammars (Gaifman, 1961)
and in some more recent proposals: link grammars (Sleator and Temperly, 1993), projective
dependency grammars (Lombardo and Lesmo,
1996) the projectivity is implied by definition. In
some other theories, e.g. in word grammar (Hudson, 1984), it is used as one of the axioms defining acceptable surface structures. In presence
of this property, D-trees are in a sense equivalent to phrase structures with head selection 1 .
It is for this reason that D-trees determined by
grammars of Robinson (Robinson, 1970), categorial grammars (Bar-Hillel et al., 1960), classical Lambek calculus (Lambek, 1958), and some
other formalisms are projective. Projectivity affects the complexity of parsing : as a rule, it allows dynamic programming technics which lead
-time
to polynomial time algorithms (cf.
algorithm for link
vity corresponds to discontinuity. In this form it is in the center of discussions till 70-ies. There are various dependency based approaches to this problem. In
the f99 e work of Meaning-Text Theory (Mel’čuk
and Pertsov, 1987), dependencies between (some-
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See (Dikovsky and Modina, 2000) for more details.
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times non adjacent) words are determined in
terms of their local neighborhood, which leads
to non-tractable parsing (the NP-hardness argument of (Neuhaus and Bröker, 1997) applies to
them). More recent versions of dependency grammars (see e.g.(Kahane et al., 1998; Lombardo
and Lesmo, 1998; Bröker, 1998)) impose on nonprojective D-trees some constraints weaker than
projectivity (cf. meta-projectivity (Nasr, 1995) or
pseudo-projectivity (Kahane et al., 1998)), sufficient for existence of a polynomial time parsing
algorithm. Still another approach is developed
in the context of intuitionistic resource-dependent
logics, where D-trees are constructed from derivations (cf. e.g. a method in (Lecomte, 1992) for
Lambek calculus). In this context, non-projective
D-trees are determined with the use of hypothetical reasoning and of structural rules such as commutativity and associativity (see e.g. (Moortgat,
1990)).
In this paper, we put forward a novel approach to handling discontinuity in terms of dependency structures. We propose a notion of a
polarized dependency (PD-) grammar combining
several ideas from cf-tree grammars, dependency
grammars and resource-dependent logics. As
most dependency grammars, the PD-grammars
are analyzing. They reduce continuous groups
to their types using local (context-free) reduction
rules and simultaneously assign partial dependency structures to reduced groups. The valencies
(positive for governors and negative for subordinates) are used to specify discontinuous (long) dependencies lacking in partial dependency structures. The mechanism of establishing long dependencies is orthogonal to reduction and is implemented by a universal and simple rule of valencies saturation. A simplified version of PDgrammars adapted for the theoretical analysis is
introduced and explored in (Dikovsky, 2001). In
this paper, we describe a notion of PD-grammar
more adapted for practical tasks.

of ) which cover exactly
have no nodes in
common, and whose arcs are labeled by names
in
is a dependency (D-) structure on if one
component
of is selected as its head 2 . We
is a terminal Duse the notation
structure if is a string of terminals. When has
only one component, it is a dependency (D-) tree
on

2 Dependency structures
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of terminals (words),
We fix finite alphabets
of nonterminals (syntactic types or classes), and
of dependency names.
Definition 1. Let
be a string. A
set
of trees (called components
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For example, the D-structure in Fig. 1 has
two components.
is the root of the non
projective head component, the other component
is a unit tree.
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In distinction to (Dikovsky, 2001), the nonterminals (and even dependency names) can be
structured. We follow (Mel’čuk and Pertsov,
1987) and distinguish syntactical
and morfeatures of a nonterminal
phological
The alphabets being finite, the features unification
is a means of compacting a grammar.
The D-structures we will use will be polarized
in the sense that some words will have valencies
specifying long dependencies which must enter
or go from them. A valency is an expression of
,
(a positive vaone of the forms
,
(a negative valency),
lency), or
being a dependency name. For example, the
of
intuitive sense of a positive valency
a node is that a long dependency might go
from somewhere on the right. All nonterminals
will be signed: we presume that is decomposed
into two classes : of positive (
) and negative
(
) nonterminals respectively. D-structures
with valencies, DV-structures, are defined so that
valencies saturation would imply connectivity.
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Definition 2. A terminal is polarized if a finite
list of pairwise different valencies 3
(its
valency list) is assigned to it.
is positive, if
does not contain negative valencies, A
D-tree with polarized nodes is positive if its root
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We visualize underlining it or its root, when there are
some other components.
3
In the original definition of (Dikovsky, 2001), valencies
may repeat in
but this seems to be a natural constraint.

is positive, otherwise it is negative.
on a string
of polarized
A D-structure
symbols is a DV-structure on
if the following
conditions are satisfied :
(v1) if a terminal node of is negative, then
contains exactly one negative valency,
(v2) if a dependency of enters a node then
is positive,
(v3) the non-head components of (if any)
are all negative.
The polarity of a DV-structure is that of its head.
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In Fig. 2 4 , both words in
have no valencies,
all nonterminals in
and
are positive (we
label only negative nonterminals),
is positive
because its head component is a positive unit Dtree,
and
are negative because their roots
are negative.
Valencies are saturated by long dependencies.
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2  directed from   to  ® (nota
 if there are valencies ·  
,    ·5 ®6qq¶µ, h  ®  ® ),such
that :


® 2 (  precedes  ® ), ·  
(v4) either  d
2
jonpl , and · ®riq?kl , or 2
(v5) ®¦d
·¸³jokl , and ·®r¹q?nel 2 .
We will say that · saturates ·® by long dependency ² .
The set of valencies in  is totally ordered by
the order of nodes and the orders in their valency
lists: ·£dº·5® if
·+,»    ·5®¹+,»  ®  and
 ¼d(o1) ®Ueither

& and ·¼d·®5 in ,C» &
(o2) or ·P·®o,C»
Let  be the structure resulting from  by
adding the long dependency ² and replacing
,C»     by ,»     e½,C»   ½ P·0$ and ,C»  ® 
by ,C»  ® ¾,C»
® P·®U$ We will say that v
is a saturation of  by ² and denote it by À¿ºv
Among all possible saturations of  we will select
the following particular one :
   be the first non saturated
Let ·ºÁ,»
 ®  be
positive valency in K and ·®Á ,C»
the closest corresponding non saturated negative valency in 
Then the long dependency


²ÃÂ  qºq¶µ h ®=Ä saturating ·® by · is first
available (FA) in  The resulting saturation of 
by ² is first available or FA-saturation (notation:
 ¿rÅvÆÇv ).
We transform the relations ¿È¿ ÅvÆ into partial
with the name
tion:

5

orders closing them by transitivity.
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  is a long dependency  
, Í e
 Ujokºl 2 $
 Êo¿ ÅvÆ vI¿ ÅvÆ  ®
For the reasons of space, in our examples we
Corresponding
are not accurate with morphological features.
E.g.,
¡K¢Î :_{
> GÎ> means : Ç :
(c1) >  GÎ>  and ª|Ï ¢Î : if ªP%Ï ¡KÇ :_Ð and
in the place of
GrV(gov:upon)
we should rather have
G
J
 and ª  Ï
(c2) 
if ª  Ï
GrV(gov:upon) inf .

Definition 3. Let
A triplet
nodes of and
4

Suppose that in Fig. 3, both occurrences of
in
and the first occurrence of in
have
and both occurrences of
in
and the second occurrence of in
have
Then
5

Ñ

sitions of the DV-structures in Fig. 2:
Ò¿Óv ¯®r)vå  .43&2 ½ 0è éêè ½ / 0è  ë=ì   132  &î±½í½ î èPîCï -025íì æ
±®®r) ®=å 1o2  èé &½ w é±ï  á¦Rð* * 
¯®Tæ
 ñ )   å 1o1o22   7 é%è 2(/ ½ *oè& 1o½2 2 , ì  f¶ï5 ½ f -0ì 

, ïU·l é%ï è² æ
ò)¯°#å 1o2  î.432 è/ é  w &½ ½ ±®®5
3² óU ïÍ] ðq é%ï ñ|æ
and ´iÔpÕ 
ÔpÕ    
O||D \ >  }& W N y EcDE> W y E!> [R   E \ W :  } W E ^ N  _¡ :TWE!` 
ª
B ¡   F ªôÏ B ¡#¢  V F  D5:TEcD \|X  \ Y.Z ) ª
DV-structure  (
D5:TED \|X  \ YcZ

In (Dikovsky, 2001), we prove that
If is a terminal DV-structure and
then either
has a cycle, or it is a DV-structure
(Lemma 1).
As it follows from Definition 3, each saturation of a terminal DV-structure has the same set
of nodes and a strictly narrower set of valencies.
Therefore, any terminal DV-structure has maximal saturations with respect to the order relations
Very importantly, there is a single maximal FA-saturation of denoted
E.g.,
in Fig. 3,
is a D-tree.
In order to keep track of those valencies which
are not yet saturated we use the following notion
of integral valency.
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Ø , ÝÛ Ü  » u & ordered
ÅvÆ by the order of va  B F
D-tree y Ï¶õ
s
"¼Ù©"IÚ s » u
   is a d-tree, we say that
Fig. 4.
lencies in  If ÔÖÕ 
this D-tree saturates  and call  saturable.
The DV-structures composition has natural



properties:
By this definition, × ÔÖÕ 
 × 
Ñ The result of a composition into a DVÅvÆ
ÅvÆ
Saturability is easily expressed in terms of
structure  is a DV-structure of the same polarity
integral valency (Lemma 2 in (Dikovsky, 2001)) :
as  (Lemma 3 in (Dikovsky, 2001)).
½  
Let  be a terminal DV-structure. Then :
Ñ ÔÖÕ     is a D-tree iff it is cycle-free and Ñ If ×    ×  ®  then ×  Ê å á ÔÖÕ    æ
ÅvÆ terminal vP! ®
× Þiß
 × Åv±ÊÆ å á ½ ÔÖÕ Åv Æ   ®  æ for any
ÅvÆ
ÅvÆ Ñ  has at most one saturating D-tree.
(Lemma 4 in (Dikovsky, 2001)).
Definition 4. Let be a terminal DV-structure.
The integral valency
of
is the list

The semantics of PD-grammars will be defined
in terms of composition of DV-structures which
generalizes strings substitution.

      ! (à$
 ®â#ã  !(ã'  !(ãäc$
á
#ã'
®  á
±®
áç
á v
v

Definition 5. Let
be a DVstructure, be a nonterminal node of one of its
components, and
be a
DV-structure of the same polarity as and with
the head component
Then the result of the
composition of into in is the DV-structure
in which
is substituted for
the
root of
inherits all dependencies of in
and the head component is that of
(changed
respectively if touched on by composition) 6 .

á

vå á ½  ®=æ
(ã'



It is easy to see that DV-structure in Fig. 4
can be derived by the following series of compo-
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This composition generalizes the substitution used in
TAGs (Joshi et al., 1975) ( needs not be a leaf) and is not
like the adjunction.

3 Polarized dependency grammars
Polarized dependency grammars determine DVstructures in the bottom-up manner in the course
of reduction of phrases to their types, just as the
categorial grammars do. Each reduction step is
accompanied by DV-structures composition and
by subsequent FA-saturation. The yield of a successful reduction is a D-tree. In this paper, we
describe a superclass of grammars in (Dikovsky,
2001) which are more realistic from the point of
view of real applications and have the same parsing complexity.
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Definition 6. A PD-grammar is a system
where
are as described above,
is a set of axioms (which
are positive nonterminals),
is a
ternary relation of lexical interpretation, being
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the set of lists of pairwise different valencies, and
is a set of reduction rules.
For simplicity,
we start with the strict reduction rules (the only
rules in (Dikovsky, 2001)) of the form
where
and is a DV-structure over of
the same polarity as A (below we will extend the
strict rules by side effects). In the special case,
where the DV-structures in the rules are D-trees,
the PD-grammar is local 7 .
Intuitively, we can think of as of the combined information available after the phase of
morphological analysis (i.e. dictionary information and tags). So
means that a
type and a valency list
can be a priori assigned to the word
Semantics. 1. Let
and
be the unit DV-structure with
Then
is a reduction of the structure
to its type
(notation 
) and is the integral valency
of this reduction denoted by

n
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ýüþáç
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Õ;1 ÇÕ â÷ The
determined by
 1ç DT-language
is the set 
of all D-trees it determines.
k 1È þP*  1   Ò.4  ç1  1È $ is the language
determined by

denotes the class of
languages determined by PD-grammars.
By way of illustration, let us consider the
with the lexical interpretation
PD-grammar
containing triplets:

1 Ê
ø
 *oè 1o2  7 é%è 2( åæ    f -(ì  1o2 ,  f¶ïU  å æ 
2 èP² ì  1o2 ,  ïU·7l / é%ï K å jokgl©é 2 èé±ï b qÈïÍð5æ  
/ é±ï   .432 èé  wVå qrn l©é 2 èé±ï b qÈïÍð#æ  
 * îC-0í   á¦Rð#* î± å æ    0èéêè  0è ë=ì    å´æ  
íî èï 25ì  1o2   åæ   and the following reduction
rules whose left parts are shown in Fig. 2:
2 ¸  vÀü 132  & 
2 ®r  v  ü 6² óïÍðvq / é±ï & 
2     ®=Àü 132  î&/ é±ï & w  
2 ñ    ¯° ü 6²c î%
1
Then the D-tree in Fig. 4 is reducible in Ê to
î
6²c and its reduction is depicted in Fig. 5.

 *È!áç·0²  ûø
á
·0²
*2 
 *ç!áÈ·²   ÿø
Ê
*
,
*
³

0
·
²
2
±Ê
á
Ê µá
·0²
·² ×  Ê
2


As we show in (Dikovsky, 2001), the weak
µ
2. Let
rule
 òü á be a reduction
generative
capacity of PD-grammars is stronger
with  nonterminals’ occurrences áÈP !á?à in K

that of cf-grammars. For example, the PDÇhË and v áÈ P ( 
à 2#  3á¦à be some than
1 :
grammar
   0à ½ is a reduction
reductions. Then t
of
 

½ 
|N  :| 
the structure  Ê´ÿÔÖÕ å áÈ vP !á¦à ±àPæ
   0à
to its type á (notation  Ê Aá ).
9
as well as itself are subreductions of
The
W  W[
Y
integral valency of  Ê via
is × ±Ê

y  
_¡K¢  :|

& * & 
× å áÈ ½ vP !á¦à ½  àæ´ ×  Ê A D-tree
is
generates a non-cf language P*
1 if there isÅvÆ a reduction  - " Í " ë "   $ D-tree  ® in Fig. 3 is deterÅvÆ
determined by
1
# Its reduction combined
mined by  on *
Local PD-grammars are strongly equivalent to depen7

dency tree grammars of (Dikovsky and Modina, 2000) which
are generating and not analyzing as here.

with the diagram of local and long dependencies
is presented in Fig. 6.
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should certainly be lc-free. In (Dikovsky, 2001)
we prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 1. For any lc-free PD-grammar
of
bounded defect there is an equivalent cf-grammar.

YW


[W

YW


[W

Fig. 6.
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The local PD-grammars are weakly equivalent
to cf-grammars, so they are weaker than general
PD-grammars. Meanwhile, what is really important concerning the dependency grammars, is
their strong generative capacity, i.e. the D-trees
they derive. From this point of view, the grammars like
above are too strong. Let us remark
that in the reduction in Fig. 6, the first saturation
becomes possible only after all positive valencies
emerge. This means that the integral valency of
subreductions increases with This seems to be
never the case in natural languages, where next
valencies arise only after the preceding ones are
saturated. This is why we restrict ourself to the
class of PD-grammars which have such a property.

1 
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be a PD-grammar. For a
Definition 7. Let
reduction of a terminal structure, its defect is

  is a subredefined as 

  Ó
 f -  × êã 0ã
 (unbounded) de1 has bounded
duction of $
8
fect if there is some (there is no) constant which
bounds the defect of all its reductions. The mini8
mal constant having this property (if any) is the
1
1ç ).
defect of (denoted 

There is a certain technical problem concerning
PD-grammars. Even if in a reduction to an axiom
all valencies are saturated, this does not guarantee that a D-tree is derived: the graph may have
cycles. In (Dikovsky, 2001) we give a sufficient
condition for a PD-grammar of never producing
cycles while FA-saturation. We call the grammars
satisfying this condition lc- (locally cycle-) free.
For the space reasons, we don’t cite its definition, the more so that the linguistic PD-grammars

Together with this we show an example of a
DT-language which cannot be determined by local PD-grammars. This means that not all structures determined in terms of long dependencies
can be determined without them.

4 Side effect rules and parsing
An important consequence of Theorem 1 is
that lc-free bounded defect PD-grammars have a
parsing algorithm. In fact, it is the classical Earley algorithm in charter form (the charters being DV-structures). To apply this algorithm in practice, we should analyze the asymptotic factor which depends on the size of the
grammar. The idea of theorem 1 is that the integral valency being bounded, it can be compiled into types. This means that a reduction
should be substituted by rules
rule
with
types keeping all possible integral valencies not
causing cycles. Theoretically, this might blow
times the size of a grammar with deup "!
fect
valencies and the maximal length 
of left parts of rules. So theoretically, the constant factor in the
time bound is great. In
practice, it shouldn’t be as awful, because in linguistic grammars will certainly equal # one
rule will mostly treat one valency (i.e.  $# )
and the majority of rules will be local. Practically, the effect may be that some local rules will
have variants propagating upwards a certain va% %
lency:
The actual problem lies elsewhere. Let us analyze the illustration
grammar
and the reduction in Fig. 5. This
reduction is successful due to the fact that the
negative valency
is assigned to
the preposition
and the corresponding positive valency
is assigned to the
verb
What might serve the formal basis for
these assignments? Let us start with
This
verb has the strong government over prepositions
In the clause in Fig. 4, the group of
the preposition is moved, which is of course a
sufficient condition for assigning the positive va-

P

 ü á
å áÈ ½ á6å ,væ !á¦à ½ á¦àå ,Càæ æ ü á´å , Ê=æ
· à8 s   u
 ·
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å ½ å ·(æ æü á´å ·(æ
1 Ê
2 b
/ é±qrï n  l©é èé±ï qÈïÍð
2 èé±ï b qçï5Íð
o
j
g
k
©
l
é
2 è² ì

ï   / %é ï 

5
¾

2 èP² ì

lency to the verb. But this condition is not available in the dictionary, nor even through morphological analysis (
may occur at a certain distance from the end of the clause). So it can only
be derived in the course of reduction, but strict
PD-grammars have no rules assigning valencies.
Theoretically, there is no problem: we should
just introduce into the dictionary both variants of
the verb description – with the local dependency
to the right and with the positive valency
to the left. Practically,
this “solution” is inacceptable because such a lexical ambiguity will lead to a brute force search.
The same argument shows that we shouldn’t assign the negative valency
to
in the dictionary, but rather “calculate” it in
the reduction. If we compare the clause in Fig. 4
with the clauses what theories we may rely upon;
what kind of theories we may rely upon; the dependency theories of what kind we may rely upon
valency to
etc., we see that we can assign a
wh-words in the dictionary and then raise negative valencies till the FA-saturation. The problem
is that in the strict PD-grammars there are no rules
of valency raising. For these reasons we extend
the reduction rules by side effects sufficient for
the calculations of both kinds.

2 è² ì

é 2 èé±ï b Èq ïÍð 2 b
j3kgl©é èé%ï qÈïÍð

q?n l©é 2 è é±ï b qÈïÍ]ð

/ é±ï 

qrn

 å ·  æ '&] ( µ · ® 
 ]
·   · · ·®

Definition 8. We introduce two kinds of side
and
effects: valency raising
'
&
*
)
valency assignment
being
&
valency names and an integer. A rule of the
form

  å ·  æ '&] ( µ · ®  ü á
with  nonterminals áÈP !á?à in  and
#,+ & +- is valency raising if :
(r1) ··® are of the same polarity,
2
(r2) a local dependency enters á?Ù in  ,
á is a strict
(r3) for positive ·P·®5iMü
reduction rule,
u
(r4) if ·  · ® are negative, then á Ù !áû ´sw 
and replacing á?Ù by any positive nonterminal we
obtain a DV-structure . A rule of the form
 ) ·ü á
 ' &].
with  nonterminals áÈP !á?à in  and
#,+ & +- is valency assigning if :
á is a strict
(a1) for a positive ·  ü
0 / in  contradicts to the point
So this occurrence of
8

8

(v2) of definition 2.

reduction rule,
is the root of
(a2) if is negative and
then
and
(a3) if is negative and
is not the root
then
is a non
of
9
head component of
by any
and replacing
negative nonterminal we obtain a DV-structure.
Semantics. We change the reduction semantics
as follows.

· v u
á?Ù;  s
áe
·
K 
á tsxw u £á


áru Ù
sw 
á?Ù
Ù ts vu

K

á?Ù

  å ·0æ '& ( µ ·®  ü áÈ
±Êò½ ÓÔÖ Õ  21¸ ·®!30å áÈ  ½ vP %árÙ ½43 ·!CÙ   
á¦à ±àPæ  where ·±!êã is the DV-structure
2 ï5ï í| êã  
resulting from êã by deleting · from ,
£
1


and · !êã is the DV-structure resulting from êã
2 ï5ï í| êã 
by adding · to ,
Ñ
assignment rule
 ' &] ) For·  aü valency
áç the result of the½ reduction is the DV-structure  ÊI)ÔÖÕ å áÈ vP 
á?Ù 5½ 1£ · ! Ù   #á?à ½  àæ 
Ñ

For a raising rule
the result of the reduction is the DV-structure

A PD-grammar with side effect rules is a
PDSE-grammar.

Ñ

Continuous (local, even if non projective)
dependencies are treated in terms of trees composition (which reminds TAGs). E.g., the French
pronominal clitics can be treated in this way.
Discontinuous (long) dependencies are captured in terms of FA-saturation of valencies in
the course of bottom-up reduction of dependency
groups to their types. As compared with the
SLASH of GPSG or the regular expression lifting
control in non projective dependency grammars,
these means turn out to be more efficient under
the conjecture of bounded defect. This conjecture seems to be true for natural languages (the
contrary would mean the possibility of unlimited
extraction from extracted groups).
The valency raising and assignment rules offer a way of deriving a proper valency saturation
without unwarranted increase of lexical ambiguity.
A theoretical analysis and experiments in English syntax description show that the proposed
grammars may serve for practical tasks and can
be implemented by an efficient parser.

Ñ

Ñ
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